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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIN 

 

5.1 General Summary of The End Product 

Vegan spam is spam that made from cannelinni bean ast the substitute of 

meat so vegan people and for someone want to diet can eat it.Cannelinni bean 

can be in the category of complex carbohydrates. Not only offer a good dose 

of fiber, but the fiber they contain accounts for approximately one-quarter of 

the total carbs in a half-cup serving. Cannelinni bean help reduce the chances 

of certain types of cancers, such as pancreatic cancer and colon cancer. It is 

because Cannelinni beans are fibrous and promote anti-cancerous effects in the 

gut. A study suggests that the regular intake of cannelinni beans also reduces 

the risk of colorectal polyps using a similar mechanism. Moreover, another 

study indicates that the intake of Cannelinni beans may reduce the risk of 

pancreatic cancer. Vegan spam is the new product that I experimented at home 

using fresh ingredient to make the vegan spam. I will sell it for Rp. 25.000 for 

each package immediately. 

5.2  Suggestion for Further Development 

Our product should be innovative at the future generation, we need to 

add new product that made from vegetable so we can substitute meat. We need 

to make our product using fresh and high quality of ingredient so that people 

can trust our product that we are using fresh ingredients. We make new product 

from vegetable so we can save our earth. 

5.3  Benefits of Study 

The benefits of study this Research and Development, is to make 

innovative product that we never make before, so we can be more creative to 

make new product different from the others, we must think creatively to make 

new product for culinary business in the future, finally we investigate, identify, 

and analyze nutrition facts for their own products before selling our products 

to supermarkets, minimarket and etc. in the future generation.                                                                                                            


